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KERJA-BOS  It's a platform that brings together job seekers with jobs that are part timers. 

Where in Indonesia there is currently no application or platform that focuses on providing an Ungraduated 

workforce. Almost all official employment provider platforms play in the work segment for professionals 

or for people who graduate and have certificates from official educational institutions. So KERJA-BOS 

will makes it very easy for someone specifically who does not have a certificate or official education or 

special skills to get fast income in a day by utilizing their free time effectively. KERJA-BOS also helps 

from the side of a company that uses the services of a Part timer in running their business processes. 

With the existence of KERJA-BOS, information on job opportunities that are part timers and fast moving 

jobs will be very well distributed so that it will greatly help people of productive age to make the most of 

their time by working par timers so that they use their free time effectively.  

 

In these 3 days with Beehive its  to gain my skill and also experience. Also I can  gain a lot of knowledge 

that could improving my skills and helping me build my own startup, and teach me how to become a good 

leader in my startup and I learn about how to deliver a good pitch with confidence , how to deal with 

improvise in a startup, and what mistakes that usually startup do. Beehive also gives a wide networking 

for us. So this knowledge and experience could help me to develop my own startup. And boosting my 

confidence to entering the startup world. 

 


